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SeriesBONUS: Recipes Included!The long anticipated, epic cruise adventure is finally here! Two

worlds collide when Gloria and the Garden Girls meet up with Gloria's cousin, Assistant Cruise

Director, Millie Sanders and her crew aboard the passenger cruise ship, "Siren of the Seas." Almost

immediately, suspicions are raised when a group of mysterious passengers board and then head

straight to the bridge for a private meeting with the captain. Not long after, Andy Walker, Millie's

boss, tells her the ship will have some "temporary" staff boarding for this cruise, something that has

never happened before.Later, after the ship sets sail, Millie stops by to greet the captain and Scout,

and sparks fly when the captain invites Millie to dine with him in his apartment the following evening.

When Millie arrives for her dinner date the next night, she discovers the bridge is locked and no one

will answer the door. At first, Millie is heartbroken, believing she has been stood up, but soon

discovers that something sinister is going on inside the bridge after communications onboard are cut

off and the ship stops moving. Will Millie and her friends, with some help from Gloria and the

Garden Girls, be able to figure out who has taken control of their cruiseâ€¦or will they all become

dead in the water?
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I love reading these cruise line books. I have been on lots of cruises myself, and when I read these

books, I feel like I am back in a cruise. I love the characters and the interactions. These books are

always an easy and pleasurable read. I recommend this book to anyone who enjoys a cozy mystery

and fun characters.

The author uses her amazing writing skills to have the characters, from her two can't-put-it-down

series, The Cruise Ship Mysteries and The Garden Girls, put their heads together and solve their

most dangerous case yet! I love these books because the characters are mostly older but lively,

lovable ladies who are fun to be around and know how to have a good time getting in trouble while

sleuthing. In this adventure there are terrorists who threaten the ship's safety and its captain and

crew. It's going to take all of Millie's and her cousin Gloria' s skills to figure out this high seas

mystery (with a little help from their friends, of course!). Hope Callaghan's writing is a blessing to

read. It's like going on an adventure with your girl friends--you look out for each other while sharing

both good and bad experiences. Great job on combining the series. I can hardly wait for the next

cruise crime to happen... Michelle

Gloria and the gang finally go on their long awaited cruise...on the ship cousin Millie crews on.

When strange things start to happen, they realize, that they have been hijacked. All the ladies put

their heads together and use their skills to help with the capture.

Gloria, her friends, and her cousin from Garden Girls and Millie and friends from Cruise Ship

mysteries help save the ship from high jackers. Hope Callaghan artistically blends both groups of

characters in this fast moving cozy mystery. Life, activities, and the food on a cruise ship is



described. Some unexpected twists in this fun cozy mystery with senior sleuths.

This exciting vacation for the Garden Girls takes place on the cruise ship where Gloria' s cousin,

Millie, works as asst. Cruise director. Millie has been solving crimes on the ship in t Shepard few

months. Gloria and the girls help solve a big takeover by some very bad men and a mole who has

been working on the ship. The crew and girls are able to save the ship.

I enjoyed reading about the Garden girls meeting Gloria's cousin Millie. Interesting situation they

were all in. But must admit I enjoy The Garden Girls series a lot more. This is just my personal

option, though I'm sure many others will find that this book is their style. As Hope Callahan always

writes enjoyable books. '

These ladies know how to get into trouble but know how to ask for help from a higher being. I love

that prayer is brought into their daily routine without it being a center stage event. It is quietly,

peacefully and respectfully maintained with dignity. Their goal is to be helpful and protective. |They

don't always go about it with law enforcements blessings. But in the end they are always helpful.

This is a group I would like to know and call my friends.

I like reading the books in this series because you never know what Millie is going to get into which

is on the cruise ship. Now we have gloria and her friends on the cruise you know it's going to be an

adventure. Hope is an amazing writer and you will never be disappointed when you pick one of her

books.
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